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Carolina Copy Services and ALS Announce Strategic Partnership for E-Discovery
Charlotte, NC – June 20, 2007 – Carolina Copy Services, a Charlotte based leader in legal document imaging, legal
reproduction, and color copy services today announced a strategic partnership with Advanced Litigation Services, Inc. (ALS)
to expand their services to E-Discovery processing, Forensic data collection, and Secure on-line repository services. ALSʼ
diverse portfolio of technology and E-Discovery expertise will enable Carolina Copy to add cutting edge services to its already
extensive service offering.
“The depth and breath of ALSʼ E-Discovery expertise will enable Carolina Copy to deliver the industryʼs most innovative
discovery management solutions,” said Perry Montgomery, President for Carolina Copy Services. “By integrating ALSʼ
background and solutions into our portfolio we can provide the high quality and high volume E-Discovery services that our
customers have come to expect from Carolina Copy Services.”
Recent changes to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (FRCP) demand that attorneys address Electronically Stored
Information (ESI) as a normal part of the discovery process. In addition, “The ubiquitous use of computers in creating electronic
information and the Internet for transmitting data has dramatically changed litigation strategies.”[1] These changes have created
an increasing demand for effective and efficient handling of ESI during discovery.
“ALS is pleased to partner with Carolina Copy Services whose visionary commitment to the Charlotte legal community has
inspired trust and thus enabled significant growth over the past few years,” said Biff Waltman, Vice President of Sales &
Marketing for ALS. “Together we can deliver exceptional service, innovative solutions, and price competitive performance to the
demanding Charlotte legal community who has come to rely on Carolina Copy for their document needs.”
About Carolina Copy Services
Carolina Copy is a legal services company based in Charlotte, NC. Carolina Copy services include imaging services; legal
reproduction and binding; document printing; color copy; and Facilities Management services to law firms and corporate legal
departments.
About Advanced Litigation Services (ALS)
ALS is an E-Discovery and Litigation Support Services Company that specializes in high volume E-Discovery processing,
forensic data collection, secure web based on-line data hosting, and disaster recovery services for law firms and corporate legal
departments throughout the country.
Contacts:
Perry Montgomery
Carolina Copy Services
704-375-9099
pmontgomery@carolinacopyservices.com

Biff Waltman
Advanced Litigation Services
704-439-4401
bwaltman@advls.com

[1] Arkfeld, Michael R., Electronic Discovery and Evidence Best Practice Guide, 2006 ed., p1-8, Law Partner Publishing, LLC. Phoenix,
AZ.
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PRESIDENTʼS MESSAGE

Wow! Itʼs hard to believe itʼs already been a year since elections. We voted on the new
MPA Executive Board at the April meeting. Please consider getting more involved in the MPA
by being on a Committee. Being President this past year has given me the opportunity to
gain a lot of knowledge and experience and get to know a lot of the members of the MPA.
Our organization, and our profession, is quickly growing due in large part to the North
Carolina certification. I would like to encourage all members to become involved with MPA.
If you have any suggestions with regard to speakers, topics for upcoming meetings, articles
for the newsletter, or if you have ideas that could benefit our organization, please contact me
or any member of the Executive Committee (see current list in this issue of The Paraview.)
The MPA held its annual seminar on February 14, 2008 and it was a great success. We were
able to provide a variety of topics, and members were able to obtain the 6 hours CLE needed
for certification renewal. In order to have a successful organization and seminars that MPA
members can look forward to and learn from, we need your feedback. Please contact any
member of the Executive Committee with concerns or ideas.
Have a great spring!
Anne H. Patterson, NCCP
MPA President
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THE PARAVIEW
The Metrolina Paralegal Association,
PO Box 36260, Charlotte, NC 28236
www.charlotteareaparalegals.com,
info@charlotteparalegals.com
ADVERTISING RATES
The Metrolina Paralegal Association publishes The Paraview, which includes substantive legal articles of interest and
general news for the career paralegal. This publication is distributed to approximately 260 members of the MPA in the
Charlotte area. The membership of the MPA includes paralegals from private law firms, corporations, title companies,
government agencies, local community colleges, educators, and paralegal students. Advertising is available in The
Paraview, which is the only local professional publication of this type in the Metrolina area. Our magazine will keep your
display advertisement circulating in the legal community for a three-month period.
Our display ad rates per issue are as follows:
1/8 page size (business card) $35.00
1/4 page size
$60.00
1/2 page size
$110.00
Full page size
$150.00
Back cover inside
$175.00
*plus additional cost for color on inside back cover if different color is preferred.
Rates are reduced $5.00 per issue when display ads are placed for two or more consecutive publications. For example,
a 1/4-page display ad, published in three consecutive publications, would only cost $165.00.
For more information contact:

Paraview Editor c/o: Metrolina Paralegal Association
PO Box 36260, Charlotte, NC 28236

From the Editor
Hello MPA!
I hope everyone is enjoying the change of seasons. As with everything, changes are necessary to
maintain a normal life. I have recently changed professions from a 15 year veteran Paralegal to an
Associate Project Manager with Duke Energy. I was told that I was chosen for this promotion
because of my legal background. I would love to hear from the MPA members who have changed
professions and/or been promoted due to their experience as a Paralegal.
April is Domestic Violence Awareness Month. Look for the article on this very serious problem in
this issue.
I would like to send a special ʻthank youʼ to Carolina Copy Service for providing copies of this
issue of The Paraview and also to IKON for providing mailing services. I would also like to give a
big thanks to April Ritter for all she has done to help with The Paraview. Her assistance has been
invaluable. As the saying goes “[i]t takes a village to raise a child.” Well, The Paraview is my baby
and these people are my village. Thank you all very much.
Please let me know if you would like to be a part of my village, too!! All help is welcome.
Laurie K. Thomas, CLA, NCCP
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MARK YOUR
CALENDARS
2nd Quarter 2008

Domestic Violence Awareness
Month
April 2 – Executive Board
Meeting

May 8 – MPA Meeting
Donʼt forget your
mothers on May 11th

April 10 – MPA Monthly
Meeting (Elections Held)
April 15 – Paraview
April 30 – Executive Board
Meeting

June 4 – Executive Board
Meeting
June 12 – MPA Monthly
Meeting

What lies behind us and what lies before us are
tiny matters compared to what lies within us…
Ralph Waldo Emerson

A vacation is what you take when you can no
longer take what you have been doing.
Earl Wilson

Donʼt forget your fathers on
June 15th
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NALA NEWS
NALA Campus LIVE! began the spring 2008 program in February and will continue
through March and April. Remember the necessary phone call is TOLL FREE. These
presentations offer real-time instruction by acknowledged authorities.
NALA Campus LIVE! offers a variety of courses ranging from CLA/CP review courses to
advanced courses is substantive law areas. It is also an excellent way to earn CLE
credit.
April Schedule
•Advanced Evidence with Karen Sanders-West, ACP, JD, on April 3 at 3 p.m. Central Time
•Working for a Corporate Law Department with Christine Garber on April 4 at 11 a.m. Central Time
•Deciphering the Medical Record Intermediate with Amy Temkin on April 8 at 11 a.m. Central Time
•Evictions with Glenn Leier, Attorney, on April 16 at Noon Central Time
•Immigration Landmines with Kathleen Harvey, Attorney, on April 22 at Noon Central Time
•Time Management with Vicki Voisin, ACP, on April 24 at Noon Central Time
The cost of a NALA Campus LIVE! course is $80 for NALA members and $105 for non-NALA
members.
Group Registration is available. A minimum of two people from the same site is required to qualify
as a group; and group members must use the same telephone line. The registration fee is discounted
for groups. The first registrant is full price ($80 for NALA members and $105 for non-NALA members)
and each additional registrant is $45. To register your group or if you have questions concerning group
registration contact Mariah Williams (mwilliams@nala.org) at NALA Headquarters.
NALA 2008 Spring CLA/CP Short Course will be held from April 24-26 in Jacksonville, FL. For more
details please visit http://www.nala.org/08ShortCourse.htm.
NALA 33rd Annual Convention will be held from July 30-August 2 in Oklahoma City, OK. Further
details will be available on the web site by March 1st. Also the convention brochure will be mailed
soon.
CLE Credit- Many of these courses are approved by the NALA Certifying Board toward maintaining
the CLA/CP credential. Most courses have also been approved by the Texas Board of Legal
Specialization, Montana State Bar, State Bar of California, the North Carolina State Bar, and for
Florida Registered Paralegals. For more information please visit www.nala.org or contact NALA at
918-587-6828 or nalanet@nala.org.
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Pictured from left are Dr. Joe Cagle,
Susan R. Beal, Stephanie Elliott-Park
and Judge Jesse B. Caldwell III.

Gaston College presents
law enforcement and
legal assistance awards

Gaston College announced its third annual awards for individuals in Gaston and Lincoln county
who excel in the fields of law enforcement and legal assistance.
The Criminal Justice and Paralegal Department of Gaston College presented the 2007 awards
December 18, 2007.
The college recognized Stephanie Elliott-Park for the Gaston County Outstanding Paralegal
Award.
While training individuals in law enforcement and paralegal studies for future employment, Gaston
College retains an awareness of many contributions that outstanding paralegals and law
enforcement officers are making every day in this community.
Please take the time to congratulate Stephanie for a job well done.
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10th Annual
Meineke Car Care
Centers
Tournament for
Champions
benefiting the
Children's Miracle
Network
Where: Verdict Ridge Golf
and Country Club Denver,
North Carolina
When: May 13, 2008
Note NEW start time:
10 a.m. Shotgun Start
8 a.m. Registration and
Practice

REGISTER NOW!
http://www.meineke.com/
CMNGolf/

Meineke Car Care Centers, Inc. is holding its 10th
Annual Meineke Car Care Tournament for Champions
benefiting the Childrenʼs Miracle Network on Tuesday,
May 13 at the Verdict Ridge Golf and Country Club in
Denver, North Carolina. Alison Foster, MPA Board
Member, is a paralegal in the Driven Brands legal
department, the holding company for Meineke and
several other franchises including Econo Lube Nʼ Tune,
Inc. She has been working on the golf tournament
committee for the past four years since she joined the
Driven Brands team and is currently the player
registration chair.
The tournament is a one of a kind charity golf tournament
that is organized solely by the Meineke employees who
volunteer their time each year. It also is one of the few
tournaments to give you such a great bang for your buck
and yet still raise the amounts we raise with all proceeds
going to the Childrenʼs Miracle Network and Levine
Childrenʼs Hospital. Since 2005, we have raised over
$50,000 each year with a total of $500,000 being pledged
over the ten year period.
The tournament is played in shotgun style and so our
goal every year, but especially for this yearʼs anniversary
tournament, is to fill the course. Lunch, dinner,
beverages, and the course fee are all included in the
registration fee. There are also opportunities to make
contributions while you are out on the course with skirt
holes, fun games, as well as a chance to win a car with a
hole in one on one of the holes. There will also be
many exciting silent auction and raffle prizes.
The registration fee is $199 per person or $749 per
Foursome. You also have the option to purchase one
mulligan package per player for $10 that includes among
other things a mulligan (do over) and a chance to try for a
hole in one to win $100,000. So if you, your coworkers,
attorneys, supervisors and/or friends are interested in a
fun-filled day and a great way to give back to the local
community, as well as a chance to network with others,
please contact me for more information or visit our
tournament web site at www.meineke.com/CMNgolf. 9
Thank you so much and weʼll see you on the course!

Mary F. Haggerty, CLA, was recognized for her outstanding contributions to
Paralegals and as the NCPA Coordinator.
Brenda Mareski, CLAS/NCCP will be the successor to Mary as NCPA's new
Coordinator.
Beverly King, CLA, was re-elected to serve as the Chairman of the Board of NCPA.
Cindy Frye, CLA/NCCP, was re-elected to serve as the NALA Liaison for the NCPA.
Kathy Morgoch, NCCP left on March 3rd for a three month due diligence project in
Budapest Hungary. She works for Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft.
Brittney Roof with McAngus, Goudelock & Courie will be married on May 10, 2008.
Best wishes for many happy years with Seth, Brittney!
Yolanda Hiller is the proud mother of McKenzie Elise. McKenzie was born March 10,
2008 and weighed 8 lbs 8oz and was 21.5 inches long. They are both doing fine.
Ashley Shaver was the winner of the Meredith R. Pollette Scholarship.
Congratulations Ashley! (see Ashleyʼs winning essay later in this issue)
Debbie Lawrence has become the new Business Development Manager for Huseby,
Inc
NCPA held its Annual Seminar and Meeting on March 27-29. MPA Members Vicki
Sgro, NCCP was appointed to a two-year term as District V Director, Cindy
Frye, ACP NCCP was elected as NALA Liaison, Beverly G. King, NCCP was
appointed as Chairman of the Board, and Kimberly C. Pellicone, CP, NCCP was
elected as Treasurer. Great job, ladies!
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The Total Paralegal
By Daniel E. Gold, Esq.
daniel.gold@lexisnexis.com
LexisNexis | Litigation Services Specialist
Letʼs face it – if youʼre being fully utilized as a
true paralegal, youʼre probably tasked with the
a myriad of activities such as: (1) gathering
intelligence on key players; (2) pulling jury
instructions; (3) obtaining demographics
information; (4) managing deadlines; (5)
creating factual chronologies; (6) assisting in
some capacity with attorney briefs, motions, and
pleadings; (7) managing discovery; (8)
deposition summaries; (9) researching cases
and statutes; and (10) anything else the attorney
can think of having you do.
On top of all of this, youʼre faced with phone
calls, e-mails, and a barrage of multiple
distractions throughout the course of the day
that will knock your to-do list off course faster
than you can say “dismissal”!
How many
websites are you going to do your legal
research? Is Google your new starting point?
How many Microsoft Word documents do you
have all on one case (deposition summaries,
factual chronologies, motions, etc.)? And, if
youʻre like some, your desk and the floor
around you probably looks like a tornado ripped
through it and left a flood of redwelds, banker
boxes, and folders everywhere there is open
space.
Enter LexisNexis Total Litigator – but we might
as well call it Total Paralegal. What exactly is
Total Litigator? It is a completely differentiated
and exclusive approach to litigation because it is
a task-based web platform built around the way
you work as paralegals, designed with the
advice of the ABA Section of Litigation, firms
across the country, and endorsed by the
National Institute for Trial Advocacy, the
Defense Research Institute, and most recently
(and most notably) by the American
Association for Paralegal Education!
Total Litigator was created to help you create a
more effective and efficient approach to litigation
by providing you with easy-to-use tabs that map
to each stage of the litigation lifecycle – from
Early Case Assessment to Trial Prep/Settlement
and Appeals.

On each tab on Total Litigator, you need
only select the task you have to
accomplish, and then in an easy step-bystep approach, you will receive all of your
answers to all of your intelligence
gathering and research – all in one
location! You have effectively reduced the
time you are spending working on routine
tasks down by at least half, if not more.
No longer do you have to go searching to
find what you need or know the name of
any source or database since Total
Litigator is organized by tasks. After all, it
is not your job to find the source; it is our
job to deliver it to you in an effective
manner.
However, Total Litigator does not stop at
just providing you with critical case
knowledge about key players, research,
form, rules, etc., in a task-based web
platform. With a single mouse click, you
can send all of the case law, statutes,
docketing information, and all other
valuable research and due diligence you
performed online in Total Litigator to
LexisNexis CaseMap. Its central repository
that allows you to create factual
chronologies, a cast of key players, link
facts, people, and research to all of the
issues in a case. CaseMapʼs central
repository for all of this critical case
information helps you efficiently manage
your cases, share/analyze your cases both
internally and with clients, create practical
and polished work product in a matter of
seconds such as deposition summary
reports, discovery motions, your Statement
of Undisputed Material Facts for Motions
for Summary Judgment, and of course –
help you look great! Essentially, CaseMap
allows you to focus your time on real work
and not the rudimentary tasks that eat
away at your days.
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WHATʼS IN A STATISTIC?
By: Laurie K. Thomas, CLA, NCCP
We have statistic for just about everything…3 out of 4 doctors recommend a certain
drug; 2 out of 3 dentist prefer a certain gum; 73% of the U.S. population has a certain
habit…the list goes on. What is really in a statistic? Are they just numbers that we
can easily push from our minds because they really donʼt apply to us? Or do we
choose to ignore certain statistics because they make us uncomfortable?
How about these statistics: *
•A report of child abuse is made every 10 seconds in America.
•Four children die every day in America as a result of child abuse.
•Three out of four of these victims are under the age of four.
•79% of the children killed in the United States as a result of child abuse are under the age of
four.
•Children who have been sexually abused are 2.5 times more likely to abuse alcohol and 3.8
times more likely to become addicted to drugs.
•80% of young adults in America who have been abused are diagnosed with at least one
psychiatric disorder by the age of 21.
•Abused children are 25% more likely to experience teen pregnancy.
•Children who experience child abuse and neglect are 59% more likely to be arrested as a
juvenile, 28% more likely to be arrested as an adult, and 30% more likely to commit violent
crimes.
•14.4% of all men and 36.7% of all women in prisons in the United States were abused as
children.
•One third of abused and neglected children will later abuse their own children, continuing
this horrible cycle.

April is Domestic Abuse Awareness month. We must be aware of this terrible
problem that affects us all. This problem crosses all socio-economic levels, all ethnic
and cultural bounds, all religious lines, and all levels of education. There are no
exceptions. Violence in adults perpetuate violence in children. Violence toward
children perpetuates violence as adults. See the cycle?
We as adults may think we can handle the effects because we are older and wiser.
Not true! The goal of an abuser is control. Once a person becomes under control of
another person a vicious cycle begins. The abuser controls the victim creating codependency whether it is in adults or children.
So many people in abusive situations think it only affects them. They are wrong!
There is sequence of events that takes place during an abusive relationship known the
Cycle of Abuse. This is the emotional roller coaster that will completely shatter the
victims self-esteem rendering them almost helpless unless they get out of that
situation. We cannot protect our children if we do not protect ourselves.
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During the first phase of the Cycle of Abuse the victim will recognize tension
building between them and the abuser. The abuser becomes controlling for a period
of time, which could take days, weeks, or even years to evolve. Initially this is a
gradual situation which becomes more and more frequent. The victim may not even
recognize that they are falling prey to an abusive situation. For example, the abuser
may begin to tell the victim what to wear, how to speak, what image to portray, or
even with whom they should socialize. The victim, in turn, tries to accommodate their
partner; to please them; to keep the peace. The abuser then becomes increasingly
controlling, critical, and/or on edge. This phase continues until the abuser gets more
aggressive which leads to the next phase of the incident.
The incident phase is when the major verbal, emotional, or physical abuse occurs.
Sometimes what the victim sees as a trivial event will cause the abuser to explode.
At this point the abuser is actually looking for any problem or excuse to allow a
release of tension. The victim is in a no-win situation and normally doesnʼt even
realize it. Perhaps the abuser became angry because the victim hung the laundry
“incorrectly” or the victim was using a pot that the abuser felt was too small to boil
eggs in. Things that minute can cause an explosion. The victim is then left feeling
hurt and confused. This leads to the third phase in the cycle.
The reconciliation phase occurs when the abuse has regained composure and
calmed down after the abusive incident. The person begins to apologize and make
promises to never do it again. They begin to explain that if the victim had simply did
what was expected the incident would never have occurred, thereby putting the
blame on the victim. The victim will then begin to accept responsibility becoming
more co-dependant. The abuser can then become very charming and complimentary
causing the victim to believe the promises and enjoy the attention, thus leading to the
fourth and final phase of the Cycle of Abuse before it begins again.
The calm phase of the cycle is when all is forgotten. The victim and the abuser are
in love again and want to be together and life is wonderful. The victim will begin to
realize what a wonderful partner the abuser is and then….the cycle continues.
After there has been a complete cycle of abuse, the abuse normally increases in
intensity. The abuser will inevitably begin to question the victim and become
mistrustful.
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Perhaps at first, phase two was a verbal
incident, but the next time it was a slap, the
time after that it could be, and most likely will
be, a lot worse. Many people die at the hands
of their abusers. An abusive couple will raise
abusive children regardless of their intent and
regardless of whether the child is being
physically abused or not.
The rate of abuse is estimated to be 3 times
greater than is reported. The statistics above
are staggering that cannot be ignored. These
are not just numbers that do not affect us.
These are real reports. These are real people.
These are our co-workers, ourselves, our
children, and our future.
If you would like to partner with groups to
prevent abuse there are a number of ways to
contribute.
Please go to www.TheresNoExcuse.com;
www.stopviolence.com;
www.preventchildabusenc.com, or contact any
number of local domestic violence shelters.
Your contributions can be invaluable.
*Statistics from www.childhelp.org

Totally Useless Legal Facts
The words "insane" and "insanity" are not
recognized medical terms but rather legal
ones.
The Latin term "et al." is an abbreviation of
"et alii" in its plurl form (meaning "and
others") and "et alius" in its singular form
(meaning "and another").
The bench in the middle of a Westminster
parliament is 2 1/2 sword lengths long.
This is to keep both the government and
the opposition at least a sword's length
away from each other in case of a heated
debate.
The word "freelance" comes from medieval
times when a knight's lance was free for
hire and not pledged to any one lord.
The New Hampshire state motto of "Live
Free or Die" is stamped on their license
plates by prisoners housed in their
Concord prison facility. North Carolina's
license plates bear the motto "First in
Flight," although they don't report an
increase in prison escapee attempts.
The dome in Thomas Jefferson's
Monticello home concealed a billiards
room at a time when billiards were illegal in
Virginia.
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ASHLEY MEGAN SHAVER
Winner of the
Meredith R. Pollette scholarship
GRADUATION: DECEMBER 2008
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704-926-2939
704-376-2186 x112
Ashley Shaver (contʼd)

Congratulations to Ashley M. Shaver.
The MPA wishes you many years of
happiness as a Paralegal and we look
forward to hearing more about your
continued successes.
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The Boomer Burden
by Julie Hall, The Estate Lady, LLC
By appraising the worth of personal property and often liquidating it, my work has given me a unique
insight into the unsavory human behaviors that surface during this process of estate settlement. Itʼs
unfortunate, but all too true, that seniors and their children are often most vulnerable when they are
dealing with dissolution of a lifetime of accumulation. It is a daunting task. In their haste to complete this
task, they are all too often exposed to insensitivity, greed, and malicious behaviors from family, friends,
neighbors, and strangers.
There is only one way to stop these unscrupulous people - give seniors and their children the knowledge
and tools necessary to evaluate their personal property and make informed decisions to proactively
ensure its proper distribution. And this is exactly what I have done in my new book.

“The Boomer Burden – Dealing with your Parentʼs Lifetime of Accumulation”
Due out in all major bookstores and Amazon.com June 1, 2008 (excerpt)
The Crime Scene - A story youʼll never forget
Receiving phone calls in the middle of a crisis is very common at my office, but when the phone rang one
afternoon and it was a colleague claiming an emergency, I knew it was something very urgent that
couldnʼt wait. Sure enough, every time I tell this story the hair on the back of my neck still stands up.
My colleague claimed one of his clients who was preparing to move to a safe environment for those
afflicted with moderate to advanced Alzheimerʼs, was at home alone when the neighbors—so-called
friends—and even a few antique dealers, all decided to pay her a visit on the same afternoon. (Word
spreads like wildfire anytime an older adult begins the downsizing process of an estate, and I would
caution you to pay close attention to what comes next to protect your loved ones).
With a frantic tone in my colleagueʼs voice, he urged me to drop what I was doing to visit his client. I had
never met her before but knew I was being asked to take care of a very difficult situation and potentially
enter a snake pit. You see, these neighbors and friends and dealers were literally “stripping her home” of
her lifelong heirlooms; possessions that were supposed to be passed down to her children after her death.
But that would never come to be and her children would never see those heirlooms again.
After introducing myself to the elderly woman, I encouraged her to phone her daughter and son and allow
me to speak with them, but I knew her disease had progressed too far and my efforts while valiant, proved
futile. There were nine of these friends and neighbors in her home, busily packing and wrapping, throwing
money at her for items they were taking. In her advanced diseased state, she simply didnʼt know any
better. But they did. It didnʼt take long for my temper to flare and I approached each friend and neighbor
and dealer, pleading with them to pay her at least half of what these items were worth because her long
term care in the Alzheimerʼs facility would cost a tremendous amount annually. Again, my efforts proved
futile. Not one of them acknowledged my presence. This went on and on. Dare I compare what I
witnessed to watching a vulture strip a bone; clean, fast and leaving no evidence of what used to be? I
watched in horror, as all her beautiful possessions disappeared from her once lovely home. The sterling
flatware worth $2,000 went out the door for a $20 bill, the antique $1,000 desk was taken for $15, the
antique French bronze mantle clock walked out the door for $50 but was worth about $2,500, and other
antique furniture left for $10 and $20, never to return. How I wished her children could have been there to
defend her. How I wished they would have known to expect exploitation in times of fragility.
Continued on Page 18
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Estate Lady (contʼd from Page 17)

The sensation of my heart sinking was more than even I could take. But my work was not yet finished.
Interestingly enough, when I approached each “vulture” they refused to look me in the eyes and were very
well aware of what they were doing.
In my disgust and gross disappointment for what I had just witnessed, I grew angry and shouted the
question, “How will any of you sleep well tonight knowing what you have done to this woman who cannot
defend herself?”
Not one person looked up. No one even uttered a word. And no one dared to look in my eyes for fear of
turning to stone. What they did, however, was wrap up all of these heirlooms even faster and shoved them
in their vehicles for a quick get-a-way.
Feeling totally helpless, I went in to the bathroom and called a friend of mine who is a sergeant on the police
force here. “Sergeant, hereʼs the situation. Can I get anyone whoʼs doing this on grand larceny? They are
ripping this poor lady off.”
I was asked a number of questions starting with, “Did she accept the money regardless of how little it was?”
I replied, “Yes, but she does not have all her faculties about her.”
“Prove it,” said my police friend.
Well, it could have been proven but it would have taken many months and going to court to do so.
“Julie, we see this all the time. I know itʼs really hard to watch. Thereʼs nothing you can do about it
because she willingly accepted the payment for these items. The kids left her alone in the house too
long. Iʼm sorry but there is nothing you can do.”
Those words made their imprint on my heart and changed the course of my life forever. Iʼm a
professional in the estate industry who has seen virtually everything. Someone telling me thereʼs
“nothing you can do” is a lot like that flying brick—you just didnʼt see it coming. For me, the thought of
not being able to do anything was pure torture. Then the unthinkable hit me: If this one woman could do
nothing to help herself, and I wasnʼt there as her hired estate professional guarding her estate, imagine
how many others are getting ripped off every hour of every day in every city? My head began to spin!
Twenty minutes later, I returned to my office, closed the door and wept for what seemed like hours. Alone
at my desk, the solitude invited deep thought. I didnʼt just weep for this woman with Alzheimerʼs. I wept
for all people like her, with or without the disease. I wept for humankind because we are appearing more
and more self-indulgent. I wept because for the first time I was totally helpless. Her children could not be
reached and I had no authority. All I had was my lung power and anger, which didnʼt get me very far. In
hindsight, I believe the real reason I wept was simply because I knew in my heart how many thousands of
people were getting ripped off every single day. We are supposed to help those who cannot help
themselves. To me, it all comes down to that last sentence: help one another. Wouldnʼt you want some
kind soul to look after you?
It took me quite awhile to figure out why I had this maddening experience. Maybe my feelings of anger
and outrage can best be utilized when turned into a positive course of action. My new goal was to
inspire the Boomer child to go forth into this overwhelming place of dealing with your parentʼs estate and
possessions with knowledge and peace of mind. And so, this book was written just for you, a true labor of
love with care and compassion for you, your family and your clients.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Julie Hall, The Estate Lady, is a certified
personal property appraiser, estate sales
professional, residential content removal
specialist, and a broker of fine antiques,
collectibles and household items. As owner and
operator of The Estate Lady, LLC, which offers
turnkey estate dissolution services, she brings
seventeen years of experience to families
facing the overwhelming task of estate
liquidation. Her expertise is called upon for
consulting, mediation services, conducting onsite estate sales, appraising personal property,
and organizing the removal and disposal of
contents in the most appropriate way. Julie is
also a passionate public speaker and advocate
of older adults.

Why the Blue Ribbon?
In the spring of 1989, Bonnie Finney, A
Norfolk, Virginia grandmother took a stand
against child abuse when she tied a blue
ribbon to the antenna of her van. It was a
signal to her community of her personal
commitment to involve everyone in the battle
against child abuse.
“My 16-month-old granddaughter was
hospitalized from a severe beating-her leg
broken in four places and her hand burned
from the tip of her little finger to her wrist. It
was then that the search began for her little
brother. We learned that he had been killed,
wrapped in a sheet, stuffed in a box, and
dumped into the Dismal Swamp three months
earlier. My efforts to understand became a
plea to stop child abuse. I tied a blue ribbon
on my van antenna to make people wonder.
Why blue?
I intend never to forget the
battered, bruised bodies of my grandchildren.
Blue serves as a constant reminder to me to
fight for protection of our children.”
The Blue Ribbon for Kinds Campaign is part
of Child Abuse Prevention Month on a
national level. This campaign reminds people
that everyone has a role to play in protecting
children and supporting families.

Congratulations Mary Haggerty
This year NCPA honored and nominated MARY
HAGGERTY, CLA for a NALA Affiliates Award at
the Annual Meeting and Seminar in Concord,
NC. Mary is a current member of MPA and is an
MPA past President, First Vice President,
Treasurer, and also served on other committees.
Mary is a member of NALA and has served on
the Paralegal Advisory Board for Kings College.
Mary has been an NCPA member for over two
decades serving as a worker for the Forum
publication, President, Second Vice President,
NALA Liaison, Special Liaison, Treasurer, Mid
Year Speaker Chair, Director at Large, NCPA
Coordinator, and worked on numerous other
committees.
Mary is a graduate of Central
Piedmont Community College with a Paralegal
Technician degree.
She has 12 years
experience in a law firm in the area of residential
real estate.
Mary is employed by Grubb
Management in Charlotte and assists its
president in a multitude of tasks such as
commercial real estate sales, purchases and
refinances, maintaining the corporate minute
books, and has serviced 100 mortgages for
Habitat for Humanity. Mary plans to retire in
2009 and move to Florida. She will be greatly
missed by the legal community as a whole.
Congratulations on this honor, Mary!
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The Total Paralegal (contʼd from Page 11)

It doesnʼt stop there either. Effective and
thorough fact management that occurs in
conjunction with the document review process
allows you and your attorneys to conduct more
efficient and meaningful case assessment.
Total Litigator, CaseMap, and Concordance,
the document management tool, link together.
Discovery review should help to drive and
advance your case analysis efforts. Successful
fact management should occur simultaneously
with the review of the documents in the case.
When key facts are revealed in the
documents, they should be memorialized and
linked to the issues in the case at the moment
of discovery, not later when document details
are not fresh in the mind of the reviewer. Used
in conjunction with each other, CaseMap and
Concordance allows you to quickly connect the
material subset of discovery documents with
the facts, witnesses and issues in the case—
facilitating the case analysis process that is
often circumvented due to time constraints and
ineffective processes – again, all with a single
click.
Managing our days is hard enough as it is.
Having to manage our cases with multiple
disparate research search engines, Google,
and any other site you can think of, along with
disparate Word documents all on the same
case, redwelds, sticky notes, etc., it is a relief
to know that Total Litigator is your one central
location where you can access, organize, and
leverage everything from case analysis to fact
management to document management.
When used in conjunction, you will become the
Total Paralegal!

"What we are is God's gift to us.
What we become is our gift to
God."
—Eleanor Powell
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MPA Board Members and
Chairpersons 2008
If you have any questions or comments concerning the MPA or its activities, please
feel free to contact any one of the following MPA Board Members.

President
Anne H. Patterson, NCCP
Johnston, Allison & Hord, P.A.
704-998-2325
apatterson@jahlaw.com

1st Vice President – Membership
Heather Lynn Smith
Salvatore Balsamo, P.C.

704-578-3256
heather@salbalsamo.com

2rd Vice President – Programs
April N. Ritter, CLA, NCCP
Robinson Bradshaw & Hinson, P.A.
704-377-8143
ARitter@rbh.com

3rd Vice President – Job Bank
Christina Lee

Helms, Mullis & Wicker PLLC
704-343-2278
Christina.lee@hmw.com

Secretary
Sheila T. Etheridge-Boddie, NCCP
704-364-0010
Sheila.etheridge@wnhplaw.com

Treasurer
Susan Randolph, CLA, NCCP
Robinson Bradshaw & Hinson, P.A.
704-377-8157
srandolph@rbh.com

Historian
Janice D. Linker, CLA, NCCP
Johnston, Allison & Hord, P.A.
704 998-2238
jlinker@jahlaw.com

Parliamentarian
Penny H. Higdon, NCCP
Robinson Bradshaw & Hinson, P.A.
704-377-8173
phigdon@rbh.com

NALA Liaison
Alison Foster, NCCP
Driven Brands, Inc.
704-644-8132
alison.foster@meineke.com

Audit Committee Chair
Jennie Raine, NCCP
Duke Energy
704-382-0823
jmraine@duke-energy.com

The Paraview Editor
Laurie K. Thomas, CLA, NCCP
Duke Energy
704-382-1069
lkthomas@duke-energy.com
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PRO BONO ATTORNEY & CUSTODY ADVOCATE TRAINING
PRESENTED BY
THE CUSTODY ADVOCATE PROGRAM of
COUNCIL FOR CHILDRENʼS RIGHTS
6.75 Hours of General CLE Credit
***FRIDAY, MAY 2nd, 2008 8:00 AM – 4:30 PM***
Did you know that the Custody Advocate Program (CAP) of the Council for Childrenʼs Rights (CFCR) is
looked to as a national model for serving the best interests of children in high-conflict custody cases?
You too can become a part of this unique and rewarding program that seeks solutions for children
during a very difficult time. CAP Volunteer Attorneys and Custody Advocates receive intensive training
covering various aspects of this specialized program, including: guidelines for representing children; the
local rules; divorce and its effects on children; child development; interviewing, facilitation, and
negotiation with parents and their attorneys; and expectations outlined by the members of the local
domestic bar and bench. This seminar is for attorneys who are interested in representing children as
Guardians ad litem, as well as paralegals and other community members who are interested in
serving as custody advocates. This training is required for all Custody Advocate Program involvement
and pro bono attorneys will receive 6.75 hours of general CLE credit. Donʼt miss this invaluable
learning experience, and the opportunity to gain insight from our featured presenters: Dr. De
Kirkpatrick, Forensic Psychologist; Allison Crotty, Director of Cornerstone Counseling of Charlotte; Bea
Cote, Domestic Violence Expert; Brett Loftis, CFCR Executive Director; veteran CAP attorneys and
custody advocates, and so much more!
Location: Children and Family Services Center, 601 E. 5th Street, Training Rooms I & II, Charlotte,
NC 28202
Time:
Registration: 8:00 a.m. CLE Seminar: 8:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. (Lunch will be provided)
_______________________________________________________
__
R E G I S T R A T I O N F O R M:
Name: _______________________________________________NCSB #:___________________
Address: ________________________________________________________________________
Firm: ___________________________________________________________________________
E-Mail:_______________________________ Day Time Phone: ____________________________
Please Submit:
$10 Custody Advocate or Paralegal Rate
$100 Pro Bono Attorney Rate – Volunteer with CAP within the
first 6 months!
$150 Attorney Rate – No Pro Bono Commitment
To Register:

Phone: 704/943-9477 or Fax: 704/372-5941
Mail: Council for Childrenʼs Rights, CAP Training,
Attn: Whitney-Marisha A. Jackson, Volunteer Coordinator
601 E. 5th St., Suite 510 Charlotte, NC 28202
Email: whitney@cfcrights.org
~~~Registration DEADLINE is Friday, April 25th at 5pm! ~~~
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Metrolina Paralegal Association
Post Office Box 36260
Charlotte, NC 28236
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